Lessons:
Creative materials for your
speech therapist. May need when doing articulation.
This is where you can find:

Speech Materials:
- Listening for Articulation
- Picture Cards
- "Who" and "Wrong with This"

Lessons:
Worksheets for

- Awareness
- Developing Phonological
- Sound Effectivities
- Activities for
- Social and Language
- Gesture to Promoting Children's
- Guide to Promoting Children's
- Learning Language and Literacy

40,000 Selected Words

Useful Books:

- Phonological Lists
- The Child's Literature
- This is a List for Children's Literature
- His/her target sound

Materials:
- The Curriculum Library offers a
- Variety of materials for students
- Literature
- Textbooks,
- Many other materials, The
- Curriculum Library is a
- Aid for both
- Books, Flash cards, and
- Reading, Pragmatic, and
- Language, Literacy
- Os, Words-This is a

Graduate placement and your